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Abstract 

This paper presents an optical technique for the three-dimensional (3D) shape inspection of micro solder balls 

used in ball-grid array (BGA) packaging. The proposed technique uses an optical source composed of spatially 

arranged light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and the results are derived based on the specular reflection 

characteristics of the micro solder balls for BGA A vision system comprising a camera and LEDs is designed to 

capture the reflected images of multiple solder balls arranged arbitrarily on a tray and the locations of the LED 

point-light-source reflections in each ball are determined via image processing, for shape inspection. The 

proposed methodology aims to determine the presence of defects in 3D BGA shape using the statistical 

information of the relative positions of multiple BGA balls, which are included in the image. The presence of the 

BGA balls with large deviations in relative position imply the inconsistencies in their shape. Experiments were 

conducted to verify that the proposed method could be applied to inspection without sophisticated mechanism 

and productivity problem 
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1. Introduction 

The recent trend in semiconductor manufacturing has been to seek smaller parts with high integrating 

capabilities, and the manufacturing processes have become more complex with the advent of the ball-grid-

array (BGA)-based packaging processes [1]. This has increased the prominence of BGA quality control and 

the resulting two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) BGA inspection research. Moreover, the 

diameters of BGA balls have now become as small as 60 microns which requires more precise and effective 

BGA defect inspections to ensure quality and productivity. BGA inspections vary in type, depending on the 

stage of the packaging process, and are typically non-contact type inspections [2]. For example, special forms 

of radiation, such as X-rays, are often used if visual inspections of post-bonding cracking or breakage are 

infeasible [3,4]. For inspecting the shape of BGA balls before attaching them to a board or film, the typical 

methods employed are optical ones that use visible light [5,6]. The BGA ball, with a characteristic specular 

reflection similar to that of metal surfaces, requires the application of an effective inspection technique. In the 

case of most specular reflection surfaces, certain patterns such as optical interference are projected onto the 
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surface for image distortion analysis, or a ring light is used for geometrical optical analysis. In a previous study, 

127 point light sources or 5 step ring illumination were used for estimating a bonded BGA balls [7,8]. 

Furthermore, the smaller size of BGA, the more important it is to consider productivity in the inspection 

process. Miniaturization leads to productivity-compromising problems such as: (a) delays in the inspection 

procedures due to the requirement of individual inspections for a large number of small balls and (b) 

requirement of precision equipment for handling smaller balls in pre- and post-inspection stages. Accordingly, 

more effective solutions for inspection have become necessary. Studies on the simultaneous inspection of 

multiple balls of BGAs have been conducted. For example, in one work, the images of BGA packages arranged 

on a printed circuit board (PCB) were captured simultaneously, and were used to inspect the presence/absence 

of BGA balls and the distance between BGA balls.  

This study proposes an inspection methodology wherein a vision system comprising a camera and lighting 

system with spatially arranged light-emitting diodes (LEDs) is used. The images of the LEDs, reflected on the 

surfaces of the BGA balls, are acquired and the positions of the LEDs are determined through simple image 

processing. These data are used for extracting 3D shape-image information and are applied to inspection. The 

proposed method aims to capture the images of multiple BGA balls arranged arbitrarily on a tray, 

simultaneously, and to accomplish inspections using statistical characteristics, to solve the problems of reduced 

productivity. 

 

2. Establishment of Vision System for Solder Ball Inspections 

This study proposed 3D BGA shape-inspection methodology utilizes optical-path analysis, which entails (a) 

the use of spatially arranged point light sources as a lighting system for capturing the reflected images on the 

BGA balls; and (b) the estimation of data on 3D shape, from the obtained position shifts of the reflected point 

light sources within the image [9,10]. The theory behind this methodology is the same as the one used for 

estimating the shape of a water surface using the shifts/displacements of the positions of starlight reflected on 

the water surface, in the night. For point light sources, the study uses spatially arranged LEDs and establishes 

a machine vision system composed of a camera and a lens with an area or field of view capable of capturing 

multiple BGA balls simultaneously. Figure 1 illustrates the configuration of the vision system employed in the 

experiment. It consists of a camera, a lens, and an LED-based hemispherical lighting fixture, which are placed 

in a dark room containing a concave glass dish upon which the BGA balls are placed. 

Figure 2 shows the point light sources arranged lighting system, where LEDs are arranged in four separate 

circles inside a transparent hemisphere in acrylic. In the center of the acrylic hemisphere, a void is made for 

installing a camera lens. For determining the center of BGA ball, red LEDs surrounding the center zone at the 

highest altitude were placed 90 degrees apart in circle. In the other three circles located at lower altitudes 

(levels), a total of 18 white LEDs were placed 60 degrees apart, with each level having six LEDs. Inside the 

transparent acrylic hemisphere, a concave glass dish was installed, upon which over 300 BGA balls - each 

sized 120μm - were to be placed. The size and height of the circles where white LEDs are surrounding the 

BGA balls that are positioned centrally at lower levels, were 200Φ/36mm, 180Φ/68mm, and 120Φ/88mm, 

respectively. As a result, each BGA ball had reflections of 4 red LEDs at the center, and reflections of a total 

of 18 white LEDs where three LEDs represented each of the six angles. The photographing took place inside 

the dark room using an industrial-grade CCD color camera with resolutions of 1280x1024 and an inbuilt VZM-

100i zoom high-magnification lens by Edmund Optics. 
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Figure 1. Experimental vision system           Figure 2. Diagram of LED illumination 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the examples of acquired images through the testing instrumentation. A close observation 

of the images in Fig. 3 revealed that each BGA ball had 4 red LED reflections at the center and a total of 18 

LED reflections in the peripheries (i.e., 3 reflections for each of the six orientations). Of all BGA balls, 35 

were the ones that allowed all 22 of LEDs to be observed in full degrees. These 35 BGA balls were used for 

the 3D shape image defect detecting method, based on relative positional information on white LEDs and on 

the statistical characteristics thereof. Section 3 describes the method in further detail.  

 

   
 

Figure 3. Example of labeling area for fire and smoke dataset image. 

 

3. Defect Detection Based on Statistical Characteristics 

The proposed inspection methodology aims to use the images captured for BGA defect detection when 

determining the relative positional information of LEDs, followed by the use of statistical characteristics 

emerging therefrom. For the positional information determination, this researcher separated, on the acquired 

image, the red LED region from the white LED region and then used the location of red LEDs for determining 
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the position of each BGA ball center, and estimated the relative information on white LEDs against the 

mentioned BGA ball center. First, for determining the position of red LEDs, the region of red LEDs was 

extracted from the acquired image. The footage was then subjected to clustering for creating objects that 

correspond to the red LEDs. Next, for each of these objects, a point that refers to the center of gravity was 

calculated and was designated the position of red LED. Of all red LED position-indicating points, a point was 

selected and was then added to the three closest points, resulting in four points to be selected for each BGA 

ball. The center of these four points was then determined to be the center of the concerned BGA ball. Second, 

the acquired images were converted into grey images for determining the relative positions of white LEDs, 

followed by extraction of the objects corresponding to all concerned LEDs through binary clustering. Of these 

objects, the researcher excluded: (a) the ones that refer to the previously determined red LEDs; and (b) the 

BGA balls that convey incomplete information (i.e., the objects that do not include all 22 of the LEDs). For 

the remaining objects that correspond to white LEDs, their positions were calculated using the same method 

that was used for red LEDs. The researcher used the center of each BGA ball previously obtained, for locating 

18 points that can be found in the shortest distance and for using them as the positional information of the 18 

LEDs that belong to the concerned BGA ball. For convenience, a serial or identification number was 

designated to each white LED for each BGA ball. Starting from the center and progressing through the 

increasingly larger-sized radii, the 18 LEDs were divided into three groups, each consisting of six LEDs, and 

were then given a number (smaller number to smaller-sized groups). Moreover, the LEDs were each given 

another number by angle, based on the horizontal axis. For instance, of the six LEDs making up the circle of 

the smallest radius, the three consecutive LEDs installed counterclockwise from the 3 o’clock on right were 

assigned numbers, i.e., LED numbers 1 through 3. As a result, a total of 18 LEDs which belonged to a BGA 

ball were assigned a number ranging from ‘LED 1-1’ all the way up to ‘LED 3-6.’ For each LED, the relative 

position was estimated against the concerned BGA center. Figure 4 summarizes the information of each of the 

18 LEDs regarding all the 35 BGA balls. 

 
Figure 4. Relative positions of reflected LED point light sources 

 

When conducting micro BGA solder ball inspections involving a large number of balls that require individual 

inspection of complicated 3D shapes, it is difficult to ensure that each BGA ball remains fixed to their 

designated position. Moreover, the inspection requires a device for distinguishing and extracting only the 

defect-identified BGA balls, and problems of reduced productivity could also occur, requiring extensive 
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inspection time. For a solution to the problems, this paper proposes a method that employs statistical 

characteristics where calculation is performed on the relative position of LEDs that belong to all BGA balls 

included in the image. In other words, the relative positions of LEDs tend, to some extent, to be concentrated 

as shown in Fig. 4, even after consideration given to the sufficiently large optical path to the lighting and lens 

when compared with BGA ball size and to the error caused by noise, etc. Hence, as the presence of BGA balls 

was verified to show large deviations in relative position values, their 3D shapes are considered that they either 

do not show a big difference from other BGA balls, or they show inconsistency. Using the proposed statistical 

method, the mean and standard deviation of the relative position values of the respective designated numbers 

were calculated for each LED; based on the results, reference values were established; with a BGA ball found 

to have its relative-position deviation exceeding the reference value, it was considered that defect had occurred 

at least in one BGA ball, and thus all BGA balls included in the concerned footage to be uniformly discarded, 

or necessary measures to be taken. The experiment involved: (a) the computation of relative-positional mean 

and standard deviation for the x- and y-axis separately; (b) the establishment of 5σ, i.e., the reference value 

that is 5 times the standard deviation; and (c) the application of 5σ to each of the 18 LEDs (Numbers 1-1 

through 3-6) to conduct comprehensive BGA ball shape inspections. Figure 5 illustrates a flow chart for the 

proposed defect detection method. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. A flow chart for the proposed defect detection method 

 

4. Results and Analysis 

The image such as Figure 3 was achieved using the mentioned experiment instrumentation and BGA balls 
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sized 120μm, then subjected to imaging processes, resulting in the LED-specific relative position data in Figure 

3. From these data, the relative-positional mean and standard deviation values for all 35 of BGA balls that 

were included in the acquired image were computed for each LED. Provided 5σ is selected as the reference 

value for determining the presence of defects, LED no. 3-6 of BGA Ball 33 was found to be defective, since 

the deviation had exceeded the reference value. (The numbering started from the BGA ball which was located 

top-left and progressed downward.) The standard deviations for the defect were 33.4 (x-axis) and 14.3 y-axis, 

and the relative position of BGA Ball 33 LED no. 3-6 was 186.3 (x-axis) and 10.3 (y-axis) which were off 

from the mean values, respectively. And the unit is pixel. Figure 6 enlarges the positional distribution of LED 

no. 3-6, allowing a prompt observation of a point that is positioned on a far-off spot. Figure 7 lists the enlarged 

image of BGA Ball 33 from the acquired shape image. In Figure 7, the reflection of LED no. 3-6 in the acquired 

image shows the presence of defect that resembles the deformation on the reflected surface. Moreover, 

establishing the defect-criterion at 4σ led to the discovery of LEDs that had exceeded the reference value, i.e., 

BGA Ball 33 as well as BGA Ball 2, 11, 12, 16, 21, 25, 29, and 34. The findings indicate that when establishing 

the reference value for defect detection, it is necessary to consider noise (diffuse reflection on surface, etc.), 

minute deformations, and other factors so that appropriate selection of the reference value can be ensured. 

 

        
 

Figure 6. Relative displacements for LED #3-6    Figure 7. Enlarged image for BGA ball #33 

 

The proposed inspection method allows simultaneous inspections on multiple BGA balls and in particular, 

inspections to be carried out on those BGA balls that are placed arbitrarily on the glass dish, hence eliminating 

the need for precise BGA ball position control. As proposed, the method can allow a single execution to inspect 

only the partial images of the entire spherical BGA balls which are observable by camera. Provided some 

vibrations are permitted, the position and orientation of BGA balls could be altered, followed by prompt 

repetition of inspections. In the foregoing manner, the inspection method could easily be applied to the 

instruments that are capable of performing whole-image inspections. The mentioned method is being 

implemented similarly to visual inspections that are being adopted for on-site BGA inspections. Given for 

consideration, the proposed methodology holds sufficient promise for improved effectiveness. 
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6. Conclusion 

This paper proposed an optical solution using LED reflection images, as an effective 3D BGA shape-

inspection technique. The proposed method was aimed at improving the inspection speed and productivity 

dramatically, by allowing simultaneous photographing defect detection of multiple BGA balls. A vision system 

was established, with a camera and lighting system with spatially arranged LEDs. Using the shape image data 

acquired, the center of each BGA ball and the relative positions of the LED reflections were estimated. For 

each LED, the standard deviation (i.e., statistical property of the positional data achieved from multiple BGA 

balls) was established as a reference value and was used for determining the BGA ball(s) associated with an 

LED/LEDs, which deviated from the reference value, i.e., defects. The results of the experiment 

(photographing of 35 BGA balls) verified that the method had accurately detected the BGA balls with defects. 

The results conclude that the proposed 3D BGA shape-inspection method can reduce inspection time by 

eliminating the need for additional instrumentation to be mobilized for precise position control in the 

semiconductor BGA ball-manufacturing process. The proposed method, therefore, might improve the 

productivity. Future studies using different sizes of BGA balls can further improve the 3D BGA shape-

inspection methodology such that greater precision and speed are ensured. 
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